Abstract-In a virtual network environment, a substrate network provider allocates computing and networking resources for service providers who request virtual networks to be created for particular services, and it also has the capability to provide resilient virtual network management with redundant resources, such as dynamic virtual network restoration from failures. In this papers, we consider the situation where the substrate network provider desires to have standby virtual routers ready to serve virtual networks under node failures. Such a failure can affect one or more virtual routers in multiple virtual networks. The goal of this paper is to make the optimal selection of standby virtual routers so that virtual networks can be dynamically reconfigured back to their original topologies right after the failures. We present an optimization formulation and a heuristic for this problem. By considering a number of factors, we present numerical studies to show how the optimal selection was affected by those factors, and the proposed heuristic's performance was close to the optimization model when there were sufficient standby virtual routers for each virtual network and the substrate nodes have the capability to support multiple standby virtual routers to be in service concurrently.
the substrate network provider (SNP) is able to conduct flexible VN management (i.e., VN initialization & reconfiguration) through programmable interfaces towards the virtual network plane. In particular, the VN initialization refers to the virtual network embedding [2] [3] [4] , whereas the VN reconfiguration is to enhance resiliency and survivability of the VNE under failures or other events (e.g., network traffic engineering).
Compared with other challenges affecting the networks [5] , failures are more common to the network infrastructure management. According to [6] , 80% of the failures in the legacy backbone network infrastructure were unplanned, among of which about 70% were identified as single-link failures, whereas 17% and 12% were identified as router-related failures and optical-related failures, respectively. In the VNE, a node failure is likely to be more frequent and has more impact than in the legacy network for two reasons: first, a virtual node may fail due to the failure in its functional software (e.g., a crash in a routing software); secondly, although a substrate node failure is less common than a substrate link failure, it will cause failures in the virtual nodes it hosts, and potentially resulting multiple VN failures. Note that we use node as a generic term to represent either a VR or a substrate node hosting VRs, unless specified.
A network architecture design that adopts a hybrid of the software-defined network [7] and the network virtualization allows flexible and efficient network management through automation, especially for resource provisioning and the network reconfiguration triggered by events like anomalies or failures (e.g., the control-loop automation in ECOMP proposed by AT&T [8] ). Protection (proactive) and restoration (reactive) have been considered the main fault-tolerant scheme for survivable networking design in both IP networks and optical networks. In general, a protection approach means that the primary network entities have either dedicated or sharedbackup network elements (i.e., paths, nodes, etc). The VNE has more complicated overlay structure and the resource provisioning mechanism than the legacy network design does, so the fault-tolerance scheme for the VNE should be more elastic, especially to restore the VNs from node failures. Therefore, it is important to design an efficient dynamic VN restoration scheme with optimal selection of backup candidates for the node failures in the VNE.
In this work, we consider the problem of restoring multiple VNs from node failures using standby virtual routers (S-VRs). As presented in Fig. 1 , when a core VN is created, it is also allocated a set of S-VRs as shared-backup VRs that are functionally identical to other existing active VRs but in the sleep mode. When a failed VR is identified, the dynamic reconfiguration process is triggered and it selects one of the S-VRs to replace the failed VR. Note that any S-VR can be quickly activated in case any VR fails, so that the affected VN can be restored back to its original topology right away. Because both traffic load and residual hardware capacity are changing at the corresponding substrate nodes, selecting an S-VR that has minimum impact to the existing VNs while minimizing operation cost is important. Secondly, if the SNP is using the software-defined network management, such dynamic restoration can be implemented by a centralized controller. We are also partly motivated to address this S-VR deployment from our own experience with GpENI [9] , an inter-continental research network testbed spanning the U.S. and Europe. In this testbed, software-based functionalities were successfully developed to deploy S-VRs to restore a node failure in supporting a VN with encouraging results [10] .
This paper extends our earlier work [11] . Our goal is to address the problem of selecting optimal S-VRs for the VNs under node failures. Note that end hosts may be connected to multiple edge nodes, and the loss to end users is not the focus of this work. The scope is to recover from a failure that occurs at the core VRs, not at the edge VRs of the VNs. In this paper, we present an optimization model and a heuristic that can be used by the virtual network management system to dynamically reconfigure and restore VNs. We then introduce numerical studies to present the dependency of optimal selection using a number of parameters, and the results showed that the proposed heuristic performed closely to the optimization model when the reserved S-VR set for each VN was relatively large, and the number of failures was within a particular range.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sections II and III, we present the optimization formulation to the optimal S-VR selection problem and a heuristic algorithm, respectively. In Section IV, we present the experimental scenarios, and then in Section V, we present studies on three substrate network topologies by discussing two types of virtual router failures; our optimization model is efficient in selecting optimal S-VRs and we present a comparison between the heuristic and optimal selection for a number of scenarios. Section VI presents related works on dynamic reallocation of resources in virtual networks. Section VII summarizes the paper and presents plans for future work. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The scope of this work is to optimally determine standby virtual routers (S-VRs) to be activated, in order to restore the core VNs from VR failures. Consider a number of VNs (denoted by G) operating over an underlying shared SN, we are given the requirement that each VN is to be reconfigured back to the same topology as it was before the failure. A set of S-VRs is available to support each VN for dynamic reconfiguration under a VR failure, respectively. To illustrate the S-VR selection model, we make following assumptions:
• Within any VN, any two VRs, including the S-VRs, are not hosted on the same substrate node.
• For any VN, there is at most one core VR failure at a time.
• There is one substrate node fails at a time. The first assumption reflects that it is not common to create two VRs within a VN from the same substrate node. Intuitively, for a VN, reserving two VRs from the same substrate node is for hot redundancy, where one is activated while the other is reserved as an S-VR. Hence, in the case of a failure of the working VR, it can be automatically switched to the S-VR by the hosting substrate node, while preserving the VN topology or bandwidth. However, this kind of dedicatedbackup mechanism will not work for the dependent VR failure scenario, where a substrate node failure will kill both the active and the standby VR. In our approach, we focus on the nontrivial problem with a shared-backup mechanism, where the S-VR resides in a different substrate node from the failed VR, and it is not reserved for replacing a dedicated VR. Secondly, we assume that there is at most one VR failure within a single VN at a time, so it ensure sufficient S-VR candidates for each failed VR. On the other hand, based on the first assumption, for the same VN, the chance of concurrent VR failures within a VN is reduced. Even with a substrate node failure, at most one VR within a VN could fail. In regard to the third assumption, it does not rule out the possibility that a substrate node failure may simultaneously affect multiple virtual networks. TABLE II  VIRTUAL NETWORK MODEL ENTITIES   TABLE III  INDICATOR & COST PARAMETERS   TABLE IV  VARIABLES 
A. Notations
We first briefly highlight a few key notations used in the optimization model; all are listed in Tables I -Table IV . We will illustrate the weight parameters in Table V along with  the objective function and the cost functions in the successive  subsections, respectively. There are two main sets of components in the VNE: substrate nodes (R) and VNs (G). A VR that belongs to the VN j ( j ∈ G) and is hosted by the substrate node i (i ∈ R) is denoted by r j i . For any substrate node i (i ∈ R), its physical interfaces are denoted by the set P i , where each physical . For a VN j ( j ∈ G), we denote F j as a set of failed VRs in j.
For any existing VN j ( j ∈ G), the set of substrate nodes hosting the VRs that have been connected, are denoted by set V j (⊂ R); thus, the following parameters are pre-set:
We also denote the set of substrate nodes hosting the S-VRs reserved for a VN j as S j (⊂ R), so δ j i = 1 (i ∈ S j ). In other words, δ
The parameter h i indicates the maximum number of S-VRs can be concurrently activated on a substrate node i ∈ R during the reconfiguration process, and it can be determined based on the resource utilization on the substrate nodes. For instance, if h i is associated with the CPU utilization at i, a lower CPU usage indicates a higher value of h i .
The residual resource on a substrate node is an important factor to the S-VR selection with respective to the load balancing on the SN. If we consider a substrate link l (l ∈ L), b ip is equivalent to the residual capacity of l whose one end is node i. Assuming the capacity for an interface p on i is B ip , then its residual capacity can be represented by (1) . From the substrate node i's perspective, a binary indicator μ j ikp determines whether the traffic between two VRs r j i and r j k goes through the interface p on i.
The solution to the reconfiguration problem is presented by two sets of binary variables u and v that indicate the hosts and virtual interfaces of the selected S-VRs for each affected VNs. In addition, the variable t represents the maximum bandwidth utilization of the substrate nodes after the S-VRs have been decided, while x represents the flow from the selected S-VR to the failed VR's neighbors (hereafter in this paper, we use neighbors to represent the failed VR's neighbors). Thus, our formulation lands in an MILP formulation.
B. Constraints
We consider ten sets of constraints associated with the optimal S-VR selection.
• A VR r j i can be selected to replace a failed VR r j f only if it is identified as an S-VR and it does not fail.
• For any VR failure in a VN, only one identified S-VR can be selected.
• One reserved S-VR can replace at most one failed VR at a time:
• The allocation must satisfy the upper bound on the maximum number of S-VRs that can be selected from the same substrate node at a time, based on the substrate node resource utilization at the moment (e.g., CPU utilization).
• A virtual interface m on an S-VR r 
• For topology integrity from before failure to after failure, conservation of links during the reconfiguration process must be satisfied. 
Here, the left side of (7) indicates that a candidate S-VR (r j i ) for a failed VR (r j f ) should be able to establish connectivities to every failed VR's neighbor (r j k , where i = k), via specific virtual interface m (m ∈ M j i )-this must be equal to the right side of (7) that represents the total number of virtual links that should be created from r j i in order to replace r j f .
• If an S-VR r j i is to be selected in case the VR r j f fails, the aggregated bandwidth requested from its virtual interfaces to be connected should not exceed the aggregated residual interface capacity on the corresponding substrate node:
• 
• When selecting an S-VR r j i , we must guarantee that the link on the path from the substrate node i hosting r j i to the substrate node k hosting the failed VR r j f 's neighbor r j k has sufficient residual bandwidth on the substrate network, and that the bandwidth demand on the new virtual link are the same as before. This can be represented through the following demand flow and capacity constraints:
C. Objective Function
The proposed dynamic VN reconfiguration scheme against VR failures considers both the node localization and the resource balancing, where the resource could be the computing or the network resource. Since we assume that each VN has been allocated a set of S-VRs at the embedding stage and the reconfiguration would affect more to the bandwidth due to traffic shifting on the SN, we mainly aim to achieve the network cost minimization and load balancing while selecting S-VRs for restoring multiple VNs from node failures. Thus, the proposed MILP formulation has two objectives: minimum network cost (MNC) and load balancing (LB). Given the independence between MNC and LB, the composite goal can be written as a weighted sum of these two as presented in (12) with normalized weight parameters λ and π ( λ + π = 1), respectively.
For the MNC objective (first term in (12)), we consider two independent cost components. The first is the operational cost of manipulating virtual interfaces (Type-I: η jf imk ), i.e., configuring, activating and deactivating virtual interfaces. The second type is the connectivity cost of adding an S-VR (Type-II: σ jf imk ) to the existing VN in case of a VR failure, e.g., the geographical distance or the RTT between two VRs. Hence, the MNC objective can be represented as a weighted summation of the operation cost (η i,j i,m,k ) and the connectivity cost (σ j,f i,m,k ), with the normalized weight parameter w θ1 , w θ2 , respectively, denoting as w θ = w θ1 , w θ2 .
For the LB objective (second term in (12)), we aim to minimize the maximum utilization of the aggregated interface capacity (i.e., t) on the substrate nodes.
In regard to the complexity of this model, given the assumption that there is at most one VR failure at a time for each VN, |F j | = 1. Also, we assume that the number of paths between any pair of substrate nodes is the same, so Q ik = Q. Thus, the total number of constraints can be presented as (4 * j∈G |S j | + 2 * j∈G i∈S j |M j i | + |G| + |R| + | j∈G S j | + |L|), and the total number of variables is
D. Cost Component
We now elaborate on various cost components.
1) Type-I (Virtual Interface Operations Cost η jf imk ):
In the substrate network, when adding or removing a substrate node from the network, the basic operations are to enable or disable the interfaces if the router has already been connected. If the router has not been connected yet, then plugging cables is an extra operation. Furthermore, if an interface has not been configured, then configuration (e.g., IP address assignment) is another extra operations cost. Analogously, the operations cost on the virtual interfaces also needs to consider these three parts: creation of virtual link on a virtual interface, (similar to a plugin cable to a substrate router), virtual interface configuration, and enabling/disabling the virtual interfaces. Here, we combine the first two into one operational cost. This is because creating virtual links and assigning IP addresses can be done by automation through programmable interfaces in the VNE. For example, in the GpENI-VINI testbed [9] , when a user specifies a virtual topology, the virtual link between two VRs was created automatically, and the corresponding virtual interfaces were assigned virtual IP addresses at the same time. The other operational cost in a VNE is due to enabling necessary virtual interfaces on the virtual interfaces. It is intuitive that not all virtual interfaces need to be enabled, and the number of active virtual interfaces on an S-VR depends on the number of VRs that it needs to be connected to. Meanwhile, the interfaces of other VRs connected to the failed VR have to be disabled as well.
To construct the Type-I cost function for the virtual interface operation, we consider two scenarios. First, as presented in Fig. 2(a) , each VR has enough virtual interfaces with preconfigured virtual IP addresses, and all of the S-VRs' virtual interfaces are disabled. When an S-VR is selected, we just need to enable and disable the corresponding virtual interfaces. Secondly, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , a connected VR has a limited number of virtual interfaces and all of them are active, so if it needs to connect to the selected S-VR, the specific virtual interface must be reconfigured with a new IP address. virtual interfaces is needed, and ξ is the cost of configuring virtual IP addresses. To summarize, the Type-I cost can be presented as follows:
2) Type-II (Virtual Router Connectivity Cost σ jf imk ):
The Type-II cost is constructed as (15) . For the cost of connecting two VRs, we consider two independent factors: geographical distance (i.e., great-circle distance) and round trip time (RTT). To control the impact of the geographical distance and the RTT to the S-VR selection, we use normalized weight parameters w b1 and w b2 , respectively, denoting as w b = w b1 , w b2 .
First, we denote the geographical distance between two substrate nodes as d ik (i, k ∈ R), and it is the great-circle distance between the latitude-longitude coordinates of these two nodes. In fact, we consider the distances from an S-VR to both the failed VR (d if ) and the failed VR's neighbor (d ik ). Selecting an S-VR closest to the failed VR is intuitive. In the VNE, however, if the failed VR is geographically far from its neighbors, selecting an S-VR closer to those neighbors could be better. Hence, we use normalized weight parameters, w a1 and w a2 , to indicate the impact of d if and d ik when selecting an S-VR, respectively, denoting as w a = w a1 , w a2 .
Secondly, In a VN j, a direct virtual link e j i,k can be embedded onto a multi-hop substrate path between i and k (i, k ∈ R). Thus, the propagation delay between i and k (rtt ik ) is not always driven by the direct geographical distance d ik . We denote the set of substrate paths from i to k as Q i,k , if at least one virtual link existed between i and k. We also define a substrate link to be l : (y, z), l ∈ L on the shortest path q ∈ Q ik , where y and z are intermediate substrate nodes.
III. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM Taking a cue from the MILP formulation, we now introduce a heuristic multi-criteria selection algorithm. 
A. Algorithm Description
The proposed multi-criteria selection algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, and we first introduce the input parameters as follows:
• Basic elements of the VNE: the VNs with failures G (⊆ G), the substrate links L, and substrate nodes R;
, on each factor (refer to (15) and (12)) to understand the influence on the selection and the weights λ and π associated with MNC and LB objectives, respectively.
• A threshold T for the maximum residual bandwidth utilization of substrate nodes to guarantee that the substrate nodes are not congested.
• A pre-determined ratio of π over λ, indicates the switch to determine whether to apply the MNC or LB objective. 
Next, we explain the algorithm. To find the S-VR for each VN with a VR failure, we first sort the affected VNs (G ) by the aggregated bandwidth allocated to the failed VR within each VN, and start to select the S-VR from the VN whose failed VR allocated with highest bandwidth.
In Algorithm 1, we consider two major steps to determine the proper S-VR for each affected VN successively. The first step is to calculates the network cost of each candidate S-VR within a VN j and storing it into a hash table j.svrH (see Algorithm 2). In the Step Two, we sort j.svrH obtained from
Step One by the computed cost. Starting from the candidate S-VR with the least cost, we compute the potential bandwidth utilization (i.e., t ) on its substrate node. The ideal S-VR should satisfy three conditions: (i) There should be at least one path existed between the S-VR and each of its potential neighbors; (ii) a substrate node i can only have at most i.h (i.e., h i as defined in Table I ) S-VRs to be activated at the same time; (iii) once the S-VR is activated, the bandwidth utilization on its host should not exceed the threshold T. Since the MILP formulation is a composite of two objectives, the heuristic also needs to consider the LB problem during the selection. We define an inequality relation between π and ρ λ to determine whether the heuristic is to apply MNC or LB based selection, where ρ is a pre-assigned value indicating the decision. When π > ρ λ, the heuristic makes decision based on the LB objective, where it picks the S-VR that resides on the substrate node with the least bandwidth utilization and also has the minimum selecting cost in the rest of j.svrH. When π ≤ ρ λ, the heuristic considers the purely minimum cost selection objective.
B. Model Complexity
According to the model entities summarized in Table I , a VNE has |G| VNs, |R| substrate nodes, and |L| substrate links. We define the average number of paths between any pair of substrate nodes as a constantQ, and the average number of S-VRs for each VN asS = ( j∈G |S j |)/|G|.
Consider the worst case, where every VN fails, G = G. Thus, Line 2 in Algorithm 1 has the complexity as O(|G| log |G|).
Step One has the complexity of 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We chose three topologies (i.e., Abilene, Nobel-EU and Germany50) obtained from the SNDlib (Survivable Network Design Library) [12] as substrate networks in our study, and they are shown in Fig. 3 .
The origin of a VR failure could be from either the software at the VR itself or its host (i.e., substrate node failure). For a software failure at a VR in a VN, it will not affect other VNs, so we denote this as an independent VR failure. For a VR failure caused by the associated substrate node, other VNs may also be affected if these VNs contain the VRs on the failed substrate node-this is referred to as a dependent VR failure.
Table VI summarizes the experimental scenarios in this paper. We assumed each SN provisions 10 VNs, and each VN was generated randomly. Hence, the VNs were independent from each other in terms of the S-VR availability. For each SN, the distance between substrate nodes was normalized between 0 and 1. For each physical interface of a substrate node i, we set the B i = 1, so 0 ≤ b ip ≤ 1, and the aggregated residual capacity at i is represented as p∈P i b ip (∀i ∈ R). Moreover, we generated three paths between each pair of nodes on the substrate network, i.e., |Q i,k | = 3, where i, k ∈ R We considered a number of factors to the S-VRs selection for all VNs with VR failures: (1) the number of S-VRs provided for a VN, (2) The number of VNs to be restored (i.e., VNs affected by the failed VR), (3) the restriction on the amount of S-VRs can be selected from a substrate node (refer to h i ) for restoring multiple VNs, and (4) Bandwidth allocated to virtual links of a VN. In particular, the number of VR failures can be equal up to the total number of VNs. This is possible when there is a substrate node failure that affects every VN, and we also simulated up to 10 concurrent independent VR failures. On the other hand, if the virtual links between a candidate S-VR and its potential neighbors (i.e., neighbors of the failed VR) request a high bandwidth, the corresponding substrate paths might not have enough capacity to carry traffic for these virtual links. Hence, under this circumstance, an S-VR with more aggregated residual capacity turns out to be a better candidate. In this work, we set the T = 0.9 for all scenarios; in other words, the maximum bandwidth utilization on any substrate node cannot exceed 90% of its aggregated interface capacity.
The MILP formulation consists of two objectives: MNC and LB (see (12)). For the network cost part, we defined weight parameters w θ = w θ1 , w θ2 associated with the two types of cost functions. In this study, we assumed there were sufficient virtual interfaces on each VR, and all the virtual interfaces were homogeneous, so we set τ jf i = 0, and set η jf jmk as a constant η for the Type-I cost function (13) . Our previous study [10] showed that disabling/enabling virtual interfaces were fast. Hence, although the Type-I cost (i.e., interface operation cost) depends on the number of virtual interfaces to be disabled or enabled, given the homogeneous property of the virtual interfaces, its impact is less significant than the Type-II cost (i.e., connectivity cost). Hence, we set w θ = 0, 1 , so that the connectivity cost is considered as the major cost. In the next section, we present the impact of the third and secondary weight parameters (w a and w b in (15)), respectively.
We modeled the MILP problem using AMPL (Student Version: Darwin 10.8.0 x86_32) and solved it using CPLEX (version 12.5.1.0) -this solution is referred to as the optimal solution, and the overall cost returned by CPLEX is referred as optimal cost. The heuristic algorithm was implemented in Python 2.7.8, and the corresponding total cost calculated is referred as heuristic cost. We use the normalized cost overhead (i.e., cost overhead) to evaluate the gain of optimal solution, and it is represented by (heuristic cost)−(optimal cost) (optimal cost) . Since the VNs were randomly created initially, so were the failed VR and S-VRs availability for each VN, we repeated 30 independent runs for each case study, and computed the 95% confidence interval (95% CI) for the average cost overhead.
V. RESULTS DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the numeric results from the MILP formulation and the heuristic algorithm. We aim to answer four questions: (1) How does the network cost grow when the number of VN failures increase? (2) What is the influence of weight parameters to the MILP solution and the heuristic solution, or the cost overhead? (3) How much is the gain of the MILP solution for different scenarios, compared to the heuristic solution? (4) What is the computational time of solving the MILP problem, compared to running the heuristic algorithm?
A. Network Cost Growth Pattern
We first use Abilene topology to discuss how optimal and heuristic cost grow as the number of failed VNs increases, respectively. Note that in the rest of the paper, we refer a VN with single-VR failure as a failed VN or a VN failure. We consider two extreme cases: MNC based selection only (i.e., λ = 1, π = 0) and LB based selection only (i.e., λ = 0, π = 1). Fig. 4 shows the growth patterns of network cost for two extreme cases, when each virtual link requested less than 1% of substrate link's capacity (i.e., low-level bandwidth request). Since each VN was assigned 4 S-VRs randomly, there might be the possibility that more than one S-VRs provisioned for different VNs are from a common substrate node. Due to the resource availability on the substrate node, we varied the value of h i from 1 to 9 and reported the results for h i = 1, 3, 5, respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows an MNC-oriented selection (i.e., λ = 1, π = 0). When h i = 1 (i.e., no more than one VN can have the S-VR selected from a common substrate node), if more VNs failed concurrently, the heuristic cost was higher than the optimal cost (i.e., 3 -6 VN failures) or the heuristic did not find feasible solutions (i.e., more than 6 VN failures). Note that feasible solution means all affected VNs can be restored with proper selected S-VRs, if we cannot find a proper S-VR to restore even one VN, then the solution to the whole problem is considered as infeasible. When we increased h i , for the cases with the same amount of failures, both optimal cost and heuristic cost decreased, and the heuristic algorithm found feasible solution for the case when all 10 VNs suffered single-VR failure concurrently. This implies that substrate nodes with more physical resources improved the heuristic solutions. In order to understand the relation between the cost and the number of failures, we did a linear regression analysis for the average heuristic cost v.s. failures when h i = 3 (see H:h i = 3 plot in Fig. 4(a) ). If we denote y for the heuristic cost and x for the number of VNs with a single-VR failures, we found their relation can be estimated by the fitted linear model y = 1.8x−0.33, as presented in Fig. 5(a) . Thus, for the MNC-oriented problem, we expect the cost grows linearly as the number of failure increases for both heuristic and optimal solution. Fig. 4(b) shows an LB-oriented selection (i.e., λ = 0, π = 1). By increasing the value of h i , the optimal cost was not reduced. In other words, when h i = 1, the optimal solution largely distributed S-VRs on the substrate network to balance the load on the substrate node, if more than S-VRs are allowed to be activated on the same substrate node (h i > 1), the aggregated bandwidth utilization may be greater than it is for h i = 1. However, the heuristic algorithm found feasible solutions for more than 6 VN failures when h i value was increased from 1 to 3 or 5, although the difference between heuristic cost and optimal cost increased. To understand how cost grows, we performed a non-linear regression analysis, where we denote y for the heuristic cost and x for the number of VNs affected by single-VR failure. We found that their relation can be estimated by the fitted model y = 0.056x 0.0622 , as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Thus, for the LB-oriented problem, we expect both optimal and heuristic cost grew sub-linearly.
In addition, similar growth patterns were observed for Nobel-EU and Germany50 topology, as presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively.
To learn how much gain was obtained by applying the proposed optimization model, we next use the metric cost overhead to illustrate results for all scenarios we have summarized in Table VI .
B. Weight Parameters
We now discuss the impact of the weight parameters related to the connectivity cost function (15) . To avoid interference with the LB objective, we set λ = 1, π = 0 for this discussion. Recall that the connectivity cost function has two tuples of weight parameters. w a = w a1 , w a2 is associated with geographical distance to the failed VR and to the failed VR's original neighbors, respectively; w b = w b1 , w b2 is associated with distance-relevant cost and RTT-relevant cost, respectively.
1) Impact of w a :
To study the impact of geographical location (w a ), we first set w b = 1,0 (i.e., the RTT's impact was set to be zero.) Table VII presents five different combinations of w a1 , w a2 . For extreme cases, when a VR failure occurs, we may select an S-VR closest to the failed VR (w a = 1,0 ); or select an S-VR that has a minimum average distance to the failed VR's neighbors in the VN (w a = 0,1 ). The rest of the sets of w a considered a joint impact of the two intuitive cases, as shown in Table VII .
We used the Abilene network with 10 overlaid VNs to illustrate the impact of w a to the normalized overhead (as shown in Fig. 8 ). In order to study whether the w a value will make different influences under various constraints on the substrate resource usage, we set h i = 1 and 3, and the maximum bandwidth allocated to a virtual link was 0.01 and 0.08 (i.e., j ik ∈ (0, 0.01) and j ik ∈ (0, 0.08)), respectively. When h i = 1 and ∈ (0, 0.01), the S-VRs for restoring any two VNs are not allowed to be from the same substrate node. In general, given a specific amount of S-VRs reserved for each VN, when the number of affected VNs was increased, the normalized overhead of the heuristic over the optimal cost grew as the number of failures increased; in such a situation, there may not be feasible solutions for the heuristic (e.g., six or more failures as shown in Fig. 8(a) ). By looking at the 95% CI of the average cost overhead for each w a pair, under a feasible solution, normalized cost overhead was increased in general. When w a = 0.5, 0.5 , the geographical distance between an S-VR and the failed VR or the neighboring VRs are considered equally important. In this case, the 95% CI showed a higher average normalized overhead with bigger swings. For example, to restore 4 VNs, the cost overhead was 6.1939 ± 3.8162, whereas it was 3.5491 ± 3.5314 for w a = 0.2, 0.8 . On the other hand, compared with the extreme cases (w a = 1, 0 and w a = 0, 1 ), slightly increasing one value (i.e., w a1 or w a2 ) from 0 reduced the incremental rate of the normalized overhead.
When h i = 3 and ∈ (0, 0.01), each substrate node has the capability to support more S-VRs to be activated at the same time. As shown in Fig. 8(b) , the normalized overhead has been reduced to be lower than 2.5%. For w a = 0.5, 0.5 , the normalized overhead was still higher than other w a tuples. On the other hand, the extreme cases showed zero average normalized overhead, and the associated 95% CI showed zero swing. This indicates that if substrate nodes have sufficient resources to support multiple S-VRs to be activated concurrently, assigning w a1 = 0 or w a2 = 0, the heuristics performs as well as the optimization model.
We also increased the bandwidth demand range for each VN ( j i,k ∈ (0, 0.08)), and the results did not show much difference if we compared the patterns between different w a combinations.
From the discussion above, we found that the selection of the S-VR relying on one type of distance (i.e., either to the failed VR or to the neighboring VRs) resulted in a lower normalized overhead.
2) Impact of w b :
Given the values we have discussed about the w a tuple, we now discuss the composite impact of geographical location and the RTT associated with an S-VR using a variety of combinations of w b tuples (see Table VIII ). Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 When h i = 1, compared with w b = 1, 0 , if the S-VR selection relied more on the RTT than the geographical distance factor (i.e., 0 ≤ w b1 < 1), feasible solutions were obtained for restoring more VNs. For example, for w b = 1, 0 (i.e., the blue plots in Fig. 9 ), if we tuned w b2 from 0 to 1, we noticed that the number of VNs that can be restored increased (from 5 to 7 VNs). However, the normalized overhead was increased from 5.16 ± 2.94 to 15.66 ± 6.95. Thus, there was a trade off between getting more feasible solutions and reducing normalized cost overhead. For w a = 0.8, 0.2 , Fig. 10 shows the trade off in the same pattern.
When h i = 3, the normalized overhead was reduced as w b2 was increased from 0 to 1. For example, at 10 VNs in Fig. 9(b) , the 95% CI of the average normalized overhead was 0.522 ± 0.367 for w b = 1, 0 , whereas it was 0.018 ± 0.025 for w b = 0.2, 0.8 . Compared with Fig. 10(b) , when w a = 0.8, 0.2 , for all w b tuples given that the w a = 0.2, 0.8 , Fig. 9(b) shows that the average normalized overhead was less than 1% at 10 VNs failures.
In summary, if all VRs (including S-VRs) have sufficient virtual interfaces and all virtual interfaces are homogeneous, the MNC goal depends on the Type-II cost. When considering the geographical location of a candidate S-VR, in order to reduce the normalized overhead of the heuristic over the optimization model, choosing the S-VR as close as to the failed VR's neighbors could be a good strategy. If a real-time RTT is available from the SNP, with few VNs affected, distance can be considered as a main selection criterion. However, if a large number of VNs are affected, although the normalized overhead will increase, the heuristic approach can restore more VNs.
C. Independent Virtual Router Failures
Although an independent VR failure does not affect other VNs, there is a possibility that multiple VNs concurrently have independent VR failures. As listed in Table VI , we are interested in how the normalized overhead is influenced by a variety of factors. Consider one or more VNs with independent VR failures, we next present the normalized overhead of the heuristic cost over the optimal cost, when the substrate networks were Abilene, Nobel-EU, and Germany50 topologies (Fig. 3) , respectively. In the rest of discussion, we assigned w a = 0.2, 0.8 and w b = 0.2, 0.8 .
1) Abilene Topology: Abilene Topology has only 12 nodes. According to the first assumption we made in Section II: any two VRs in a VN are not provisioned by a common substrate node, the maximum VN we created over the Abilene network consisted of 6 VRs, so that each VN may have at most 6 S-VRs.
Recall the inequality relation between π and ρ λ we introduced in the heuristic, we set ρ = 10, so that the impact of t ∈ (0, 1) will not be eliminated. Given that λ + π = 1, so if 0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 1 or 0 ≤ π ≤ 0.9, the overall goal is to minimize the network cost, otherwise the LB should be considered along with the MNC objective.
To find proper combinations of λ and π , we increased λ in three different steps (1) λ ∈ {0, 0.005} (2) from 0.02 to 0.08 with step 0.02; (3) from 0.1 to 1 with step 0.1, and we can compute the corresponding value for π . The first two ranges indicate an LB-based selection, and the third one indicates an MNC dominated selection. As we discussed earlier in the scenario design, for each substrate network, four different factors might affect the S-VR selection by the heuristic and the optimization model, and they are the number of VR failures, the maximum number of S-VRs can be activated from a common substrate node (h i ), the bandwidth demand by the virtual links and the size of S-VR pool reserved for each VN. We next use Fig. 11 to illustrate the impacts under these factors.
Two general observations can be identified by comparing Fig. 11(b) -Fig. 11(d) with Fig. 11(a) . First, when the substrate nodes had limited resources to support multiple collocated S-VR candidates to be activated concurrently (e.g., h i = 1), the heuristic could not find feasible solutions when more VNs failed, no matter whether the overall goal was MNC or LB. As presented in Fig. 11(a) , the heuristic did not find feasible solutions for more than 6 failures. Consider the feasible solutions, the 95% CI of the average normalized overhead under various weight tuples mostly overlapped with each other; they were overall less than 5%. Thus, the impact of λ & π is less significant. However, if the capability of activating multiple collocated S-VRs is increased (e.g., h i = 3), to restore the same number of VNs, the normalized overhead did not change much when the dominant objective was MNC (i.e., λ ∈ [0.1, 1]); whereas the overhead increased as λ was increased from 0 to 0.08. On the other hand, under the LB dominant selection (i.e., λ < 0.1), as more VNs suffered failures, the incremental ratio of normalized overhead was getting bigger when λ increased from 0 to 0.08. For example, as the number of failure grew from 1 to 10, the 95% CI of the average overhead was increased from (1.43±1.27)% to (5.92±1.41)% for λ = 0, and it was from (0.97 ± 0.80)% to (18.90 ± 2.71)% for λ = 0.005. For h i = 3, we next discuss the cases where the VNs had higher bandwidth demand (i.e., j ik ∈ (0, 0.08)). Compared with Fig. 11(b), Fig. 11(c) shows that when the selection was purely dependent on the LB (i.e., λ = 0), the heuristic did not find feasible solution for more than five failures (see the red plot). If we raised λ from 0 to 0.005, the feasible solutions were not improved much, and the overhead was increased. However, if we further increased λ to 0.02, although the overhead grew more, the heuristic algorithm obtained feasible solutions for up to 9 failures. When λ = 0.08, the number of feasible solutions was not improved, but the cost overhead increased. Hence, by tuning the value of λ, the heuristic approach was able to restore more VNs, with the trade off by increasing the cost overhead. On the other hand, when the selection was purely dependent on the MNC, the heuristic performed as well as the optimization model, and the average cost overhead was less than 0.5% at 10 failures. Compared to Fig. 11(c), Fig. 11(d) , under the same bandwidth request, provisioning more S-VRs helped the heuristic algorithm to restore more VNs. For example, for a purely LB dependent selection (λ = 0, π = 1), the maximum number of failed VNs can be restored was increased from 5 to 8. Therefore, if virtual links have relative high bandwidth demand, to run the heuristic algorithm, the SNP can consider either allocating more S-VRs to each VN without bringing up the cost overhead much, or assigning a proper value to λ instead of 0.
2) Nobel-EU Topology: For Nobel-EU topology, we varied the number of S-VRs for each scenario from 8 to 12, and we present the result for 8 and 12 S-VRs reserved per VN, respectively, which not only allowed customers to request VNs with a maximum 16 VRs, but also provided a proper amount of S-VR candidates for each VN. This way, based on our discussion on the feasibility of a heuristic algorithm, we can always find both a feasible heuristic and an optimal S-VR selection. Fig. 12 presents the results in the same way as we did for Abilene topology. When h i = 1 with low bandwidth requests (see Fig. 12(a) ), for the same amount of failures, we did not see significant difference on the average normalized overhead, and the maximum overhead was about than 2%. As we expected, the normalized overhead went up as more failed VNs were to be restored. For example, for λ = 0, π = 1, the normalized overhead was about 0% for 1 failure, and it was (1.99 ± 0.68)% for 10 failures. If the substrate nodes had more resources (i.e., h i = 3), we found that the heuristic algorithm showed better performance when the goal was pure MNC (λ = 1, π = 0) or LB (λ = 0, π = 1) than the other composited objectives, and the cost overhead for λ = 1 was about 0.01% even at 10 failures. If the VN bandwidth demand was higher, the maximum bandwidth utilization on the substrate network increased from (15 ± 1)% to (57 ± 5)% for restoring 10 VNs, but the pattern that the normalized overhead grows did not change. If we increased the reserved S-VRs for each VN from 8 to 12, cost overhead for the cases with λ = 0.005 and λ = 0.02 was reduced. Hence, for the Nobel-EU substrate network, if the VN size is not bigger than 16 VRs, reserving 8 S-VRs for each VN is sufficient to restore at least 10 VNs.
3) Germany50 Topology: For the Germany50 topology, the number of S-VRs for each VN was varied from 4 to 22. In particular, we report the 95% CI of the normalized overhead in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 , where the virtual link bandwidth request was (0 − 0.5)%. In particular, Fig. 13 presents the composite impact of MNC and LB objectives, and we observed the same pattern as we discussed for Abilene topology and Nobel-EU topology. Fig. 14 showed the impact of the number of S-VRs reserved for each VN and h i , respectively. Specifically, we notice that reserving more S-VRs improved the heuristic's performance for the LB based selection (see Fig. 14(a) ), and the improvement was not obvious for the MNC based selection. On the other hand, we found the heuristic algorithm's performance was improved by increasing h i values (see Fig. 14(b) ). This is reasonable, as MNC objective is based on computing minimum distance or RTT. Hence, if multiple failed VRs are in the same area, then a substrate node who has the capability to support more than one S-VR to be activated concurrently will produce less aggregated network cost, rather than selecting S-VRs from other substrate node with longer distance or latency. However, we also notice that increasing h i would not help much to reduce the overhead for the LB based selection.
D. Dependent Virtual Router Failure
In a VNE, a substrate node failure may have critical impacts to the VNs. In particular, if a substrate node that hosts VRs belonging to n VNs fails, this failure immediately affects these n VNs at the same time. In the worst case, one substrate node failure will cause all overlaid VNs to fail. Hence, it is important to restore those VNs by quickly selecting proper S-VRs. In this section, we use the Nobel-EU topology to discuss the S-VR selection for restoring VNs from dependent VR failures in the worst case (i.e., all 10 VNs failed).
Given the condition that h i = 3 and j ik ∈ (0, 0.04) (i.e., high bandwidth request), Table IX presents the 95% CI of the average network cost calculated by the MILP model and the heuristic algorithm, respectively; as well as the 95% CI of the average normalized overhead for various scenarios where we varied the size of S-VR set and the λ, π values.
When λ = 0 or 0.02, the S-VR selection was impacted more by the LB objective. Specifically, λ = 0, as more S-VRs were provided to the VNs, the maximum bandwidth utilization on the substrate nodes slightly increased.
When λ = 1, the S-VR selection was purely dependent on the MNC objective. Thus, as more S-VRs were reserved, the cost was reduced. However, with MNC as the dominant criterion, the maximum bandwidth utilization of the substrate nodes could be higher than the LB as the dominant criterion. For instance, we found that t = 0.854 for λ = 1, whereas t = 0.810 for λ = 0 and t = 0.812 for λ = 0.02. For the independent VR failure scenario with 10 VN failures, we only notice about 1% increment on the maximum bandwidth utilization t.
For the Germany50 topology, we observed similar pattern for the network cost and corresponding normalized overhead.
E. Computational Time
In the case studies above, the computational time for solving the MILP problem and the heuristic was extremely fast. This result was based on the following observations: (1) The number of failed VNs was relatively small, i.e., maximum 10 VNs concurrently failed, (2) The selection of the S-VR does not depend on the SN size, but depends on the number of neighbors of the VRs. Taking the Germany50 topology as an example, the maximum size of the overlay VN was 26 VRs, so in the worst case, the failed VR had 25 neighbors. Hence, when we created the VNs and identified the failed VRs, many parameters and variables were equal to 0, which largely reduced the computational time, (3) This MILP problem's special structure was suitable for CPLEX to solve it fast.
In order to study a more complicated case and compare the computation time of the heuristic and the optimal selection, we provisioned 50 VNs over the Nobel-EU topology, and allocated 8 S-VRs for each VN as a more strict S-VR provisioning, compared with the scenarios where 12 S-VRs provided for each VN over Nobel-EU. In this scenario, the proposed model generated 4, 804 constraints and 6, 513 variables. Table X presented the computational time of running the MILP and the heuristic, along with the corresponding cost. When the dominant objective was LB (i.e., λ = 0), both MILP and the heuristic produced very close network cost, and the computational time for both the heuristic and optimal solution was in the order of hundred milliseconds. Recall the computational complexity, when the heuristic considered the LB objective, the computational time increased as the number of affected VNs grew, as well as the number of substrate nodes was larger. On the other hand, when the MNC was dominant objective, we found that it only took the heuristic algorithm 0.03 second to solve the problem, which was 15.7% of the computation time for running MILP model, and the heuristic only produced 2.5% cost overhead. Therefore, if the MNC is the dominant objective when selecting S-VRs, the heuristic algorithm shows its advantages over the MILP model.
F. Observations
We summarize the key observations as following: 1) In regard to the impact of the weight parameters associated with the subcomponents in the connectivity cost function (i.e., (15)):
• If we considered the S-VR's geographical location as the only factor to the selection, the heuristic presented better performance when the selection mainly relied on one type of distance; • If we considered a composite impact of both the geographical distance and the RTT from an S-VR, there is a tradeoff between obtaining more feasible solutions and reducing the overhead of applying the heuristic algorithm. 2) For a LB dominant goal, the network cost increased sublinearly, whereas it increased linearly for the MNC as the dominant goal. 3) Given the assumption that any two VRs within a VN do not share resources from the same substrate node, a smaller substrate network has limitations on provisioning proper amount of S-VRs for each VN, and this restriction may cause high overhead for the heuristic, or may not even get feasible solution to restore every affected VN, especially in cases of a large number of concurrent VR failures occur in the VNE. However, it is not necessary to provide more than sufficient S-VRs for each VN. Based on our experiments, we found that reserving VRs from about one third of the substrate nodes for each VN was sufficient. 4) Two types of VR failures were discussed. For independent VR failures, the failed VRs are more likely from different locations. With low bandwidth request, the heuristic algorithm showed good performance with purely LB oriented or MNC oriented selection (i.e., the overhead was small). If the bandwidth demand by the VNs was high, slightly tuning up the value of λ improved the heuristic's performance, where we observed more feasible solutions, with a trade off on the increment of the cost overhead; furthermore, if the SNP provided more S-VRs for the VNs, then more feasible solutions can be obtained by the heuristic and the cost overhead can be further reduced. With dependent VR failures, an LB-oriented selection helped to reduce the maximum bandwidth utilization on the substrate nodes. 5) The resource utilization on a substrate node is another important factor to the S-VR selection, and it is represented by the h i value. To restore the same amount of VNs, if substrate nodes have more resources (e.g., less CPU usage or h i is higher), the network cost can be reduced, and the heuristic showed better performance, especially for the MNC based selection.
VI. RELATED WORK
Many works have addressed survivable VN embedding [2] , [3] against link failures (e.g., [13] ), but very few works specifically have studied node failures. Most existing methods are proposed to protect single substrate node failure in a proactive manner. A two-step paradigm has been adopted in [14] and [15] , where the original requested VN is enhanced to be a survivable VN with redundant nodes and associated links, and then this enhanced VN with backup resources will be mapped onto the substrate network. Yeow et al. [16] presents a shared-backup scheme called Opportunistic Redundancy Pooling mechanism to protect a single-node failure on the substrate network. In this work, the redundant nodes can be shared by multiple virtual networks. Jarray and Karmouch [17] used a p-cycle-based protection mechanism to protect substrate node failures, while minimizing the backup resources. Xiao et al. [18] also considered dedicated substrate backup scheme and proposed to use topology attributes to enhance the survivable VN embedding against multiple substrate node failures.
For the reactive design, Houidi et al. [19] , [20] presented a dynamic reactive restoration scheme for either virtual node failures or substrate node failures conducted by distributed agents on the SN. For virtual node failures, an alternative virtual node with corresponding reallocated virtual links will be initialized to replace the failed virtual node from the same or different substrate host. For a substrate node failure, all affected virtual nodes and links will be migrated to a new selected host. In particular, [20] proposed a multi-objective VN embedding algorithm, but for the fault-tolerance scenario it simplified the problem into a single objective, without considering the LB and energy.
Our proposed approach is different from the works above. First, our work is considered as a post survivable VN embedding procedure to restore multiple VNs from either VR or substrate node failures, where we assume that the VN embedding has been done with a shared k-redundant scheme, and the k S-VR allocated for each VN can potentially replace any failed VR within that VN. Secondly, unlike the redundant scheme proposed in [14] and [15] , we provide more backup options for each failed VR, and our goal is to find the optimal S-VR for one or more VNs under concurrent VR failures caused by the software or substrate issues. Third, unlike [20] , for the fault-tolerance purpose, our simulations showed the composite impact of both the cost and LB to the optimal S-VR selection, by tuning the weight parameters. A proof of concept implementation of this model was presented in [21] .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an optimization model and a heuristic to select optimal S-VRs by considering a variety of criteria to restore multiple VNs from node failures in a software-defined VNE.
Our optimization model addressed a dual goal by weighing in network cost (MNC) and load balancing (LB), while the MNC consists of two loosely coupled cost functions. Thus, the model itself can be easily extended with other objectives or criteria if needed. In this work, we considered the virtual interfaces to be homogenous, and studied the impact to the S-VR selection under a number of factors on three substrate topologies, such as the number of VR failures, the capability (i.e., h i ) of activating multiple collocated S-VRs, the number of S-VRs provided for each VN and the bandwidth request from S-VRs. Our results showed that substrate nodes hosting S-VRs with sufficient resources or VNs with sufficient S-VRs helped to reduce the network cost as well as the overhead of the heuristic. For the dependent VR failures, a LB based selection showed a better load balance on the substrate network. On the other hand, the computation time of running both the optimization model and the heuristic was in the order of millisecond or seconds, and the heuristic algorithm was efficient for the MNC-oriented selection. Thus, our proposed model can be applied in a real-time manner.
Our future work is to extend the model with more selection criteria (e.g., cost of getting redundant VRs) and deploy the heuristic algorithm over a real VN testbed such as GENI [22] .
